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Banquet Thank You from Ron
and Brenda
The banquet this year was also a
recognition of the retirement of
Ron and Brenda Cooper from
leadership of The Ark Foundation
of Dayton. From those that spoke
about the ministry--Tami Collins,
Kathy Jones, Mark Jurkovich,
Charles Brewster and Dirk Yount-to Ray Collins who dazzled every
one with his magic, to the presentation of the AIG Certificate of Appreciation, to the large bouquet of
artificial roses (to not upset
Brenda's allergies) to the card
shower, to John Whitmore's
presentation on the Grand Canyon, it was a memorable evening
for all attending. But it was a very,
very special evening for Ron and
Brenda and will remain so for the
rest of our lives. Thank You,
Thank You, Thank You.

Ron and Brenda Cooper
Invite ARKY into your
church or group!

Newsletter Editor
Mark Jurkovich
ARK Board Members
Jeannie Day
Kathy Jones
Mark Jurkovich
Adrian Rose

Do you want to get more Creation
Science teaching into your church
or other group? You can now
schedule an ARK speaker to
come to your location for presentations. All talks help the believer
build their faith that all of scripture
can be trusted from first verse to
last; that the creator of the universe is also their savior and
Lord. Your available speakers

are Mark Jurkovich or Kevin Hadsall. To book Mark, contact him
through arkfoundation@arky.org,
or 256-ARKY (2759). Kevin can
be scheduled through his website,
https://
www.unmaskinghumanism.org/
creation-mission.
Available talks by Mark Jurkovich
Science and the Bible Overview
– a one-hour talk showing that
when the Bible touches on the
sciences, it knows what it is talking about. Scientific evidence is
in line with scripture, contrary to
secular teaching. Paleontology,
Astronomy, Biology, Archaeology,
and others all reinforce Scripture
rather than contradict it.
Lies in the Textbooks – a onehour talk pointing out many of the
‘icons’ of evolution taught in our
school textbooks that have been
proven false, but still show up in
our texts. This can be combined
with the “Science and the Bible
Overview” talk for a two-session
talk.
Dinosaurs and the Bible – a
one-hour talk showing where dinosaurs fit into scripture. In addition to covering creatures directly
mentioned in the Bible, this talk
also covers how dinosaurs were
on Noah’s ark. This talk can be
broken down into two half hour
talks for upper grade school audiences.
Unlocking

the

Mysteries

of

(Continued on page 2)
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Genesis – “What if Science and faith point to
the same truth?” A high-quality DVD series
produced by the Institute for Creation Research (ICR) of twelve 22 minute sessions.
Topics include Biology, the Global flood, Dinosaurs, the Ice Age, Astronomy, the rise of Civilization, and more. Each talk will be supplemented with other information by Mr. Jurkovich
to fill a half hour to 45 minute session. See
more
about
the
DVD
series
at
https://store.icr.org/unlocking-the-mysteries-ofgenesis-dvd-series.html. Optional student
guide or viewer guide available for order from
ICR. Can be taught over a weekend seminar
or spread out over six weekly sessions.
Uncovering the Truths About Dinosaurs –
another high-quality DVD series by ICR. This
4-part series provides a thorough overview of
the Biblical truths about dinosaurs from dinosaur fossils, to dragon legends, to their link to
the global flood, and more. 22 minutes each.
Each talk will be supplemented with other information by Mr. Jurkovich to fill a half hour to
45 minute session. See more about the DVD
series at https://store.icr.org/uncovering-thetruth-about-dinosaurs-dvd-series.html.
Supplemental viewer guide available for order from
ICR.
Judgement and Grace: The Message of the
Ark Encounter – Hear a one-hour talk providing a walk-through The Answers in Genesis’
Ark Encounter, complete with dozens of pictures taken at the Encounter. This talk will
take you through the Ark Encounter, showing
each major exhibit and the message behind
those exhibits. See how the Ark Encounter effectively answers just about every challenge
that critics throw at the Biblical account of
global catastrophe and salvation through one
faithful man. The Encounter culminates with
the message of ultimate salvation through the
God-man.
Some of the many DVDs that can also be presented at your church or group meetings:
The Uniqueness of Man with Prof Stuart Burgess. Describes unique design features of
man that could not have evolved from Apes
and show we were designed to glorify God.
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The Tower of Babel: Can the "Story" be
Trusted Today? with Bodie Hodge. Strongly
defends the historical truth of this important
Biblical account.
The Intricacies of Flight with Dr Andy McIntosh. Animal flight—an amazing testimony to
the Creator that could not have evolved.
Science Confirms the Bible: Ken Ham
Speaks to Teens. Over a dozen “hot topics”
are answered with the humor and intensity that
has made this Australian-born educator one of
the most-requested Christian speakers in
America.

Talks available by Kevin Hadsall

Creation vs. Evolution: Why Does it Matter?
- Discusses the following: The change in
western culture from Christian to nonChristian. The loss of Christian morality and
biblical worldview. The lack of Christian influence on our culture. Why is this happening?
What is the root cause?
Flood Geology - provides an in-depth analysis and defense of the Genesis Flood. Presents a scientific model for the flood. Contrasts the biblical philosophy of rapid, catastrophic processes with the evolutionary philosophy of uniformitarianism (slow-andgradual). Details the link between the flood
and the fossil record. Illustrates the link between the flood and rock layers.
The Age of the Earth - Are you prepared to
answer skeptical questions on this topic? This
presentation helps prepare you by discussing
the following: Unravels the self-conflicting assumption of "uniformitarianism" used by evolutionists. Shows how worldwide processes or
(Continued on page 6)
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Grand Canyon: Testimony to Biblical
Accuracy – Review of Dr. John
Whitmore’s Banquet talk
By Mark Jurkovich

If you did not make the 23rd Annual Ark Foundation banquet, you missed a great tribute to
Ron and Brenda Cooper, and a great talk by
Cedarville Geology professor, John Whitmore.
Dr. Whitmore has made numerous trips to the
Grand Canyon, performing a lot of research
while there. So he spoke from first hand
knowledge when he gave us “Ten things to
know about the Grand Canyon.” I will briefly
summarize these ten things.
1. The great unconformity: this is the dividing
line separating pre-flood rocks from flood
rocks. And it spreads around the world.
There are no fossils below this unconformity
other than single cell organisms.
2. Marine Transgression: a progressive pattern
of sandstone under shale under limestone.
This pattern is attributed to a rapid increase
in sea level or increasing water depth.
3. Cambrian Explosion: The sudden appearance of many fossils with no fossils in the
layer below it. This is such a problem for
evolutionists, it was born out in a personal
story told by Dr. Whitmore. He once had the
opportunity to ask noted evolutionist Steven
J. Gould about the Cambrian Explosion, and
Dr. Gould would not answer. Dr. Whitmore
later found out from a former student of
Gould that this was one subject that bothered Dr. Gould his whole life.
4. The Whitmore Nauteloid Bed: (after James
Montgomery Whitmore, not our speaker). In
the Whitmore side canyon are millions of
nauteloid fossils in the Redwall Limestone
layer. What is unusual about these fossils is
that they are mostly lined up in the same direction, indicating they were buried in a
strong current. This strongly contradicts the
claim by evolutionary geologists that limestone was laid down slowly.
5. Flat contacts between layers: When you
look at the Grand Canyon, you can trace
rock layers “as far as the eye can see”. And
in fact, the same rock layers continue for
many miles. These layers have no erosion
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or weathering between them, and yet there
are 10-12 million years of time supposedly
represented between two of these layers.
And the layer between the Redwall and
Muav Limestones are supposed to represent some 160 million years! The evidence
is strongly against long time periods between these layers.
6. Thin widespread layers: Speaking of the layers going on as far at the eye can see,
many of these layers are continent wide,
and even pick up again on other continents.
7. Folds: Sometimes these flat contacts between layers got folded at the same time.
Dr. Whitmore showed an image of one folded contact layer that was supposed to represent 135 million years between the layers.
But with them being folded together, they
had to have still been soft sediment and
folded before they hardened. No long passage of time is possible based on the evidence.

Coconino Cross Beds: From reference 1, Figure 2

8. Coconino cross beds: the Coconino layer is
relatively near the top of the Grand Canyon.
It contains a lot of angled layers or cross
beds. The secular claim is that these cross
beds are fossilized sand dunes. But it is
sandwiched between two water deposited
layers. And many other details together
strongly contradict the claim of desert origin.
Dr. Whitmore himself has researched the
sand grains of this layer and found they are
not rounded or of uniform grain size as
should be for desert sand. Mica is also present, which would not be there if of desert
origin. Dolomite is also present in the Coconino, which is only found in marine environments. Lastly, the angle of the beds are
(Grand Canyon: Continued on page 6)
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BioLogos Debate:
Only Spiritually True?
By Kevin Hadsall

In my previous blog post, I shared Part 2 of 7
of my online debate with BioLogos and one of
their supporters, LA. To keep my post from
breaching acceptable reading length, I had
shared only a portion of my response to LA’s
comment. I said I would share the “remaining”
part of my response in the next post, but I forgot that in my blog post planning, I had actually divided my response to LA into three posts,
not two. LA had made a comment regarding
the church fathers: specifically, Augustine of
Hippo. I responded to that with a lot of detail,
so I separated that response into its own
post. Below is Part 3 of 7 of the BioLogos Debate.
Me
“…and that life on earth began with simple
one-cell organisms which increased in complexity over eons of time to include a wide
variety of multi-celled organisms.”
When has anyone ever observed single-celled
organisms evolve into animals? When has anyone observed increases in genetic information and complexity (i.e. a blind organism
evolving eyesight)? This goes back to Question #2 in my original comment. Again, how is
this based on observation instead of faith?
“A social media site is not really a good
place to have a long serious discussion/
debate about the conclusions of mainstream
science. I suggest you read books on the
subjects and perhaps consult with experts in
these fields directly."
Again, the “conclusions of mainstream science” is the appeal to authority/majority logical
fallacy. I can use the same logic and make the
same type of suggestion to you: I can suggest
that you read books from creation scientists
and perhaps consult with experts in biblical geology, biology, anthropology, and so forth.
While those “authorities” are helpful, the only
authority that we should appeal to, in an ultimate sense, is the authority of the Word of
God.
And by the way, I’ve been taught evolution
and old earth beliefs through public school and

secular university. In fact, even though I majored in Mechanical Engineering while in undergrad, I was required to take an anthropology class which indoctrinated me with evolutionary beliefs. I was a non-believer at the
time, and the evolutionary worldview was a big
stumbling block in regards to trusting God’s
Word. Now, as a born-again Christian, I have
a passion for creation apologetics, and studying creation apologetics actually forces me to
study and understand the details of the evolutionary worldview. I actually know way more
about evolution/old-earth now than I ever did
as a non-believer in undergrad. This way, I am
equipped in the following sense: “We demolish
arguments and every pretension that sets itself
up against the knowledge of God, and we take
captive every thought to make it obedient to
Christ” –2 Corinthians 10:5 (NIV).
“God's Creation, the natural world, is here
for us to study. God gave us our minds. He
gave us the ability to reason and to learn
how it all works.”
Certainly, God gave us the ability to reason
and study the universe because we are made
in His image (Gen 1:27). With that being said
though, can we “reason” apart from God’s
Word? How did that work for Eve in the garden? This goes back to Question #3 in my
original post. Moreover, we are in dire need of
God’s special revelation, because our hearts
and minds are marred by sin ever since Genesis 3. God’s Word describes the human mind
as “depraved” (Rom 1:28), “dull” (2 Cor 3:14),
“blinded” (2 Cor 4:4), “futile” (Eph 4:17),
“darkened”
(Eph
4:18),
“deceiving/
deceptive” (Col 2:4,8), “corrupt/corrupted” (1
(Continued on page 5)
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Jesus and the Flood
By Henry M. Morris, PH.D.

“For as in the days that were before the flood

they were eating and drinking, marrying and
giving in marriage, until the day that Noe entered into the ark, And knew not until the
flood came, and took them all away; so shall
also the coming of the Son of man be.”
(Matthew 24:38-39)

The Lord Jesus Christ not only believed in the
special, recent creation of all things by God
(note Mark 10:6-8), but also in the worldwide
Flood of Noah’s day, including the special
preservation of life on the Ark. The Flood in
which He believed was obviously not a “local
flood,” for He compared it to the worldwide future impact of His Second Coming.
Neither was it a “tranquil flood,” nor a “selective
flood,” for Jesus said, “The flood came, and destroyed them all” (Luke 17:27). It is clear that
He was referring to—and that He believed—the
Genesis record of the great Flood! There it says
that the whole earth was “filled with violence”
(Genesis 6:13), having first been filled with people, and that the resulting world-cleansing deluge was so cataclysmic that “every living substance was destroyed which was upon the face
of the ground, both man, and cattle, and the
creeping things, and the fowl of the heaven;
and they were destroyed from the earth”
(Genesis 7:23). Indeed, “the flood came, and
took [literally ‘lifted’] them all away.”
This is what Jesus said, and what He believed,
and therefore, those who are truly His disciples
must also believe this. The destructive effects
of the Flood can still be seen today not only in
the biblical record, but also in the abundant evidences of cataclysmic destruction in the rocks
and fossil graveyards all over the world. To refuse this evidence, as do many modern intellectuals, can only be because they “willingly are
ignorant,” as Peter said in referring to this testimony (2 Peter 3:5). HMM
Reprinted from “Days of Praise”, Institute for
Creation Research, January 30, 2018.

“...so shall also the coming of the Son
of man be”
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(Only Spiritually True?: Continued from page 4)

Indeed, the Word of God is not a “scientific textbook”
per se, but it is a history book…and those historical
details have major implications when studying historical
science.
Tim 6:5, Titus 1:15), “depraved” (2 Tim 3:8),
and so forth (using NIV translation).
“I don't believe God inspired the Creation
Story to teach ancient peoples the science
behind His Creation. Instead, I believe His
intent was simply to reveal Himself as the
Creator of all things, that He created the universe in parts (or epochs), and that human
beings at some point became estranged
from Him. It is about our relationship to Him,
The Story is certainly spiritually true.”
Indeed, the Word of God is not a “scientific
textbook” per se, but it is a history book…and
those historical details have major implications
when studying historical science. For example,
if there really was a global, catastrophic flood
about 4,300 years ago, what would we expect
to see? Wouldn’t we expect to see billions of
dead things buried in rock layers laid down by
water all over the Earth? And that is exactly
what we see in the fossil record. You can learn
more
about
that
here:
https://
answersingenesis.org/the-flood/.
Now, if the story is only "spiritually true," then
what else in God's Word is only "spiritually
true"? Did Jesus only "spiritually" rise from the
dead, but not physically rise?
My last point to LA is critically important. If we
can read Genesis chapters 1 through 11 and
say that those accounts are only “spiritually
true” and are not “literally/physically true,” then
what other biblical accounts are only
“spiritually true”? Sadly, this is what happens
when we try to mix light with darkness, truth
with lies, God's Word with Man's word, Christianity with Humanism.
Originally posted September 30, 2017
https://www.unmaskinghumanism.org/singlepost/2017/09/30/BioLogos-Debate-Only-Spiritually-True
For more of Kevin’s blogs check out:
https://www.unmaskinghumanism.org/
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(Creation Talks - Continued from page 2)

(Grand Canyon; Continued from page 3)

"clocks" are inconsistent with evolutionary timelines, but are more consistent with the Bible.
Illustrates the assumptions and problems with
radioisotope dating. Links radioactive decay to
the Flood.

only on the order of 20 degrees, consistent
with water origin, not desert origin.
9. Dating Grand Canyon Rocks: only certain
rocks can be radioactively dated. Creation
scientist Steve Austin dated many of these
rocks and found many dates on the same
rock disagree with each other, and that later lava flows date older than some of the
rocks it flowed over. Bottom line, you cannot trust radio isotope dating.
10. How was the Grand Canyon formed?:
The Colorado river is not actively eroding
out the bedrock under it. It is in fact filling
up with sediment. Photographic evidence
from 100 years ago showed that the river
has not changed any of the rocks it flows
over. Though no Biblically consistent explanation has been agreed upon, the best
hypothesis is a breached dam. There is
evidence that several large lakes once existed upstream of the Grand Canyon. Secondary evidence for this is the lack of talas
(debris at the bottom of the steep canyon
walls); which indicates the canyon cannot
have been around for millions of years.

Defending Noah's Ark - This presentation provides an in-depth analysis supporting the feasibility of God’s saving work via Noah’s Ark. Illustrates the true size of the Ark versus common misconceptions. Analyzes the seaworthiness of the Ark. Describes how many animals
were on the Ark and how much space they
needed. Analyzes manpower requirements in
order to care for the animals. Briefly discusses
post-flood recovery.
One Blood, One Race - This presentation
shows how there is only one race: the human
race (Acts 17:26). Explains how we can have
different shades of skin color even though we
are all one race. Shows how the Tower of Babel makes sense of the various language families as well as numerous “tongue-twisting” legends found around the world. Provides a biblical, scientific explanation for how humans lived
upwards of 200, 400 and 900 years.
Dinosaurs, Dragons, and the Bible - This
presentation shows how the Bible is the only
foundation to properly understand dinosaurs.
Contrasts the biblical view of dinosaurs versus
the evolutionary view. Relates biblical events
such as creation, the fall, and the flood, to the
dinosaurs. Presents historical and scientific
evidence that man and dinosaurs lived at the
same time. Explains the biblical view of why
dinosaurs are now extinct.
Cosmology: Creation vs. Evolution - Tis
presentation shows that only the Bible provides
a logical foundation for scientifically understanding the heavens. Shows how cosmological evolution fails to explain the existence of
stars while the Bible provides a solid basis/foundation. Presents fascinating admissions by evolutionists on how the big bang
model fails to explain some of the most basic
aspects of the universe. Provides an in-depth
solution for the distant starlight “problem”. Presents irrefutable evidence that is consistent
with a "young" universe.

Two other points made by Dr. Whitmore during the talk highlighted the fact that secular
geologists are losing their ‘evidence’ for long
ages. Even secular geologists are realizing
that fossils are evidence of layers forming
fast. And the once supposed desert formed
layer is showing strong evidence for being
marine laid (i.e. during the global flood).
All this amazing evidence strongly points to a
global flood forming the layers and a recent
carving out of the canyon post-flood. So, the
next time you see the Grand Canyon (in pictures or in person), you can praise our Lord
for this testimony of the truth of His Word.
Recent articles by Dr. Whitmore:
1)“Intraformational Parabolic Recumbent Folds in the
Coconino Sandstone (Permian) and Two Other Formations in Sedona, Arizona (USA)”, Answers Research
Journal 8 (2015):21–40.
2)“The Petrology of the Coconino Sandstone
(Permian), Arizona, USA”, Answers Research Journal 7
(2014):499-532.
Nauteloid reference: http://www.icr.org/article/weregrand-canyon-limestones-deposited-by-calm-pla
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Kids Korner
More of Buddy Davis’ Cool Critters of
the Ice Age
by Buddy Davis , Kay Davis and Lydia Howe on May
25, 2017

Can you say “Baluchitherium“?
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Did you know?
In all, around 40 non-profit organizations received free items from ARKY bookstore and
house as items were liquidated. This included
10 schools and home school groups, 9 churches, 7 evangelistic and help ministries, 2 senior
centers and 2 Christian bookstores. May the
Lord magnify the return to His kingdom
through the distribution of these materials.
Hope you were among the current and past
members who also benefited from the free
items you were eligible for.

Web Help needed

The Baluchitherium is considered the largest
land mammal that ever lived. It is believed to
be a type of rhinoceros. It was discovered in
1910 in Pakistan. This gigantic hornless rhinolike critter was a plant-eater. How would you
like this gigantic beast looking in your thirdstory window begging for a snack?

Need someone with web skills to
help with updating the ARK web site.
Even a one-time sit down with Mark
Jurkovich to give him some pointers
will be greatly appreciated. Contact
him
through
arkfoundation@arky.org, or 256-ARKY (2759).

ARKY's House

https://answersingenesis.org/kids/ice-age

S Smithville Rd

Monthly
Creation
and Biblical world
view
teachings.
2nd Monday of
every
month,
7:00—
8:35 at
ARKY’s
House.
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ARKY’s Calendar of Events
(as of 4/1/18)
See more details and complete list at
http://www.arky.org/current/index.htm

July 8-12. 2018 FBFA Conference with Ken
Ham at Cedarville University, Cedarville, OH.
Ph: (913) 233-1925. Conference theme
"CROSSING THE BRIDGE OF THE ETHNIC
DIVIDE". Register for the whole conference,
or just the Banquet on July 12. Banquet
Speaker, Ken Ham, speaking on the subject
"One Race, One Blood". For more information
visit: https://www.fbfa.us/conference.
*July 9, 7:00 pm to 8:35 pm. Uncovering the
Truths About Dinosaurs (DVD) with ICR at
ARKY's House. Parts 2 though 4 of this 4 part
series that explores the most fascinating and
mysterious creatures of all time - dinosaurs.
Episode 2: Dinosaurs and Dragons - From
legends and folklore to archaeology, eyewitness accounts, and the Bible itself, experts
describe compelling evidence from around the
world that suggests dragons were dinosaurs
that lived in the not-so-distant past. Episode 3:
Dinosaurs and the Flood - Modern paleontologists are piecing together a fascinating chronicle of the lives and catastrophic end of the dinosaurs. Fossil and geological records divulge
evidence that matches the biblical description
of one truly unparalleled cataclysmic event -the Genesis Flood. Episode 4: The Hard Truth
- Thanks to technological advances, more
ground-breaking discoveries are coming to
light every year, validating the argument that
dinosaurs were created and lived at the same
time as humans just thousands of years ago.
July 16-20, Creation 2018 Superconference
with many speakers. Myrtle Beach, SC. An
all-inclusive conference and summer vacation
rolled into one! All your CMI speakers at one
great event—plus special invited guests! ; registration fee. See creation.com for more information.
July 29 to August 1. The Eighth International Conference on Creationism (ICC).
Pittsburgh, PA. The ICCs have been recognized as the world's premier gathering of creation researchers and have, since the first
conference in 1986, served to greatly further
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the creation model of origins.
The ICC is dedicated to providing: 1. A technical forum for the latest creation research,
and 2. A coherent platform for the pedagogical, professional, and legal issues involved in
the teaching of creation science at the secondary
and
tertiary
levels.
see
http://www.creationicc.org/ for more information.
*Aug 13, 7:00 pm to 8:35 pm. DVD: Retaking the
Ground Parts 1 & 2 of a 4-part series with Dr Tas
Walker, & Dr Jonathan Sarfati, at ARKY's House.
Part 1: The Power of the Bible's Big Picture: Fitting millions of years of evolution into the Bible
doesn't work. If there's a loving God, why do bad
things happen? Is the world only thousands of
years old? Get answers to questions like these and
discover why the Bible can be trusted from beginning to end. AND Part 2: Leaving your Brains at
the Church Door: There is overwhelming evidence to support the Bible's view of creation, with
many PhD scientists from around the world rejecting the idea of evolution. Discover exciting reasons
why many thinking people accept biblical creation
as the only logical conclusion to the debate over
origins.
Aug 19, 7:30 pm to ?. 5th Annual GospelFest
with Natalie Grant and other singers at Fraze Pavilion, 695 Lincoln Park Blvd., Kettering, OH. Ph:
(937) 395-8301. Free community concert sponsored by Kettering Health Network. Feature artist
Natalie Grant, along with local Christian artists.

*Sep 10, 7:00 pm to 8:35 pm. DVD: Retaking
the Ground Parts 3 & 4 of a 4-part series with
Dr Tas Walker, & Dr Jonathan Sarfati, at
ARKY's House. Part 3: Fossils, Noah's Flood
& the Age of the Earth: AND Part 4: Answers for Action: .
Note Asterisk (*) Indicates regular ARK
meeting at ARKY’s House, 2002 S Smithville
Rd, Dayton, OH. One mile South of US 35,
just past Wayne Ave.
Park on side.
Ph: (937) 256-ARKY.
The ARK monthly meeting is every 2nd Monday of the month. The ARK bookstore is open
30 minutes before and after the meeting.
Membership NOT required to attend
meetings!
- Get the latest "CURRENT
EVENTS" on the web at http://www.arky.org.
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Financial Statement 2018
Balance 1/1/18

$5,580.35

Receipts
Memberships
/Newsletters
375.00
Donations
1,262.46
Kroger Promotion
380.51
Maintenance Fund
1,555.24
Misc
0.00
ARK Speaker Gifts
0.00
Projects
0.00
Special Events /Banquet 0.00
Equipment Sold
170.00
Reimbursed
0.00
Non-Tax Sales
324.02
Taxable Sales
2,469.17
Sales tax collected
177.02
Garage Sales
1,697.86
Total
8,843.73

Is it time for you to renew?

Please check the date on your membership card or above your name
and address. If the date has passed or coming up soon, please renew today.

Be an ARK Supporter!
Name:__________________________________________________
Addr: __________________________________________________
City, St. ZIP: ____________________________________________
Ph:______-_____-__________ Cell :_____-______- ____________
Email: _________________________________________________
Church: ________________________________________________
City: ___________________________________________________
Membership Amount :
$ _______________
Gift Amount :
$ _______________
Total Enclosed:
$________________
Membership(check one):____One____Spousal____Family
ARK individual membership is only $25/year ($30 couple, $40 family). To
receive this newsletter quarterly for free, please complete the address
form and put "Jesus" in amount. (Please include mailing label, if you
are renewing.) Make checks to: ARK Foundation of Dayton, Inc.

ARK Supporter Benefits

Disbursements
Newsletter/CC
Projects
Web
Equipment
Speaking/Events
Tithes&Gifts
Reimbursed
Advertising
Library
Improvements
Exhibiting
Inventory
Sales Tax Paid
Office
Telephone
Supplies
Insurance
Professional Fees
Misc.
Utilities
Maintenance
Total
Balance 5/30/18
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50.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
133.26
274.20
194.30
407.23
166.86
771.17
21.39
203.62
1,083.41
0.00
3,305.44
11,123.64

1. Quarterly newsletter: ARK members receive news and insightful
articles;
2. Creation Museum Passes: Several ARK members have made
their passes available for use by other ARK members and their
guests. FOR FREE;
3. National support: 10% of supporters’ general donations is given
to Answers in Genesis, our voluntary support for a national Biblical
creation science organization;
4. Webpage: www.arky.org provides logical, Biblical information to
a world saturated with an unbiblical, ill-suited naturalism for the
needs of people;
5. Monthly ARK meetings: interesting speakers or DVD program on
a variety of subjects, provided FREE to the community;
6. Major speaker programs: sponsored into the area or promoted by
ARK;
7. Local ARK speakers: available for community and church events;
8. Encouragement and Answers: for belief in the Biblical Creator;
9. Leadership training: periodically opportunity to learn how to
serve in your church or school or study group;
10. Public materials: make available Creation resources – books,
audios, and DVDs to public;
11. HELPING US IN PROMOTING THE TRUTH OF SCRIPTURE FROM FIRST VERSE TO THE LAST; and that true science is consistent with God’s Word.

Lord, You alone are Truth. Help us pass it on.
Your best advertizement is your truth tellers.
PASS ON NEWSLETTER
Email: arkfoundation@arky.org
Web: www.arky.org
2002 S Smithville Rd, Dayton, OH 45420-2804 Ph: (937) 256-ARKY

RETURN SERVICE REQUESTED

Please Renew Your Subscription Early and save us added expenses!

Weeding Help needed - please,
Please, PLEASE
The ARK flower beds need to be weeded
NOW very badly. If several (4) would volunteer
and each take one week a month, it would be
a very short job for all. Call Mark (256-2759)
to volunteer. Brenda is no longer able to do it
but has gotten it to where it is a much easier
job than in the past. We can provide your
weeding needs (gloves, weedier, plastic bags)
or you can bring your own. When anyone is at
the building it is good if the dandelion yellow
heads get pulled off to keep from multiplying.
Grateful
for onetime service,
or
for ongoing help
until the
house
sells.

Price reduced on ARKy house!
Ideal for a doctor’s office or small business. If
you know anyone who might be interested,
direct them to the listing below. “Unique opportunity to operate a business downstairs
while living upstairs. Recent updates include
windows, electric service, plumbing and roof
(2018). Ideal location for a start up business
such as dentist, insurance agent, real estate
sales, accountant, tax preparation or neighborhood grocery. Proposed uses subject to
zoning/City of Dayton approval.“
ARKY House listing
https://www.sibcycline.com/

